
  Question & Answer  

           Be SMART. 

A.1 Say whether the following sentences are true or false: 

1) Champions are not born in the family. 

Ans: False. 

2) The will must be stronger than the skill. 

Ans: True. 

3) Goals can play a role of guide for life. 

Ans: True. 

4) Setting goals may appear difficult but it is quite easy to achieve. 

Ans: False. 

Champions aren't made in gyms, Champions are mode from 

something they have deep inside them---a desire, o vision, a 

dream. They have to have a skill and the will. But the will must 

be stronger than the skill. Successful professionals thrive in the 

same manner. We all have natural talents. If we use that to set 

our goal in life, we can easily get success in life. We shall not 

achieve our goals if we do not take action to achieve them. 

Setting goals has two valuable assets---a sense of originality and 

o stepping stone to illuminate the path. Goals put one of the 

helm of life; pursuing them acknowledges a better future 

situation. They help to steer a course of life rather than simply 

drifting along and letting things happen. Setting goals may 

appear easy, but, for some, it is quite challenging. Fear of 

failure may be avoided in the absence of any goals. After all, one 

has to decide what one wants to achieve in the end. To 

accomplish goals, experts recommend a five step approach 

A2. Complete the following web using the information from the 

passage: 

A3. Find the words from the passage 

       having the opposite meaning: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Success  

2) present  

3) artificial  

4) difficult  

Ans:  



 

 

 

 

 

 

A4. Do as directed: 

1. The will must be stronger than the skill.  

(Change into positive degree) 

Ans: The skill must be as strong as the will. 

2. We shall not achieve our goals If we do not take action to 

achieve them. (Rewrite the sentence with ‘We take action…’) 

Ans: We take action to achieve our goals. 

A.5 What do you like to achieve your goal? 

Ans: In order to set my goal, I will use my strong will power and 

natural talent to decide my goal. I know to set a goal is easy but 

difficult to achieve. To achieve my goal I will strive with the help 

of my natural talent hard work and perseverance. I’ll not be 

disappointed with a little failure. Despite this I'll go ahead. 

Passage No.2 

A1. Read the following passage and fill in the blanks: 

    1.  We need to bring ________ down to earth. 

Ans: We need to bring life images down to earth. 

    2.  Finding the right footing, precisely mastering the skills 

and ________ to the next place. 

Ans: Finding the right footing, precisely mastering the skills and    

        getting to the next place. 

  3. We kept quality and quantity of impact _____the result. 

Ans: We kept quality and quantity of impact energy the result. 

 4. Visions, wishes, intentions, and dreams are all _____ 

Ans: Visions, wishes, intentions, and dreams are valuable. 

All these have to be practiced and implemented without 

hesitation, doubt or indifference. Visions, intentions, wishes and 

dreams are all valuable. They spark Imaginations and 

encourage us to define where we want to reach. In order to get 

there, however, we need to bring life images down to earth and 

plan to execute our strategies. The quantity of energy we put 

1) Success Failure 

2) present absent 

3) artificial Natural 

4) difficult easy 



forth, directly impact the result. Life is something like a 

trumpet. If we don’t put anything in, we can’t get anything out. 

Success is a walk in dark. Finding the right footing, precisely 

mastering the skill and getting to the next place, all depend on 

how we approach and tackle the problem. The best way to get 

from where we are, to where we want to be is to find the footing 

of our next step. When we take the next step, it should support 

and hold us without a crack. 

A2. Which elements are responsible and helpful for us to reach 

our goal? How? 

Ans: Visions, intentions, wishes and dreams are all valuable. They 

can spark off our imaginative power and encourage us to 

determine where we want to approach to our goal or destination. 

A3. Fill up the following table with given suggestion: 

 

Ans: 

A4. Do as directed: 

1) Life is something like a trumpet. 

(Frame a W-h type question to get the underline word as answer) 

Ans: What is like life? 

2) In order to get success, we need to bring life images. 

 (Use ‘With a view to …….. instead of underlined phrase) 

Ans: With a view to getting success, we need to bring life images. 

A5. What is your opinion about this? 

Ans: When we say we want to achieve something means we have 

to give time, do hard work, perseverance. We have to prepare 

ourselves mentally and physically. We should make our strong 

Words Suggestion Answer 

1)imagination verb  

2) execute noun  

3)value adjective  

4)precise adverb  

Words Suggestion Answer 

1)imagination verb To imagine 

2) execute noun execution 

3)value adjective valuable 

4)precise adverb precisely 



will power and prepare a plan to execute. Sometime we have to 

wait for a long time. Because success is gradual and time taking 

process. Without hesitation, fear, and doubt, we have to start our 

work positively. In short, if we want to get something, we have to 

put a lot. 

 


